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ABSTRACT
Due to the richness of the language, the ordinary Arabic
Text classification of the content is very complex,
difficult and challenging task. This resulted as
unavailable benchmarking Arabic corpus, limitation of
research and ambiguous processing phases in the field of
Arabic text classification, This paper presents the
complex nature of Arabic language, poses the problems
of lacking free public Arabic corpora, explain the
Classification phases throw the literature Arabic text
classification.

increases and that make the task of feature selection more
important to avoid the irrelevant data [9]. On contrary of
Arabic text, there are many benchmarking corpus that can
be used for Latin base language, Japanese and Chinese
text classification [1, 10, 11]. For Arabic language there
is a lack of the studies on the classification of Arabic text
documents with limitation of free benchmarking dataset
[11, 12]. On the other hand the richness of Arabic
Language increases the size of the feature vectors and
[13] that affected negatively the total number of research
and studies in the field of text classification.

Keywords: Arabic Text Classification, Data Preprocess,
Feature Selection, Classifier.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

1. INTRODUCTION
Text classification is a common technique that used to
labeling documents with thematic categories from a
categorized set or use specific criteria to belongs it to
some category [1, 2]. Text categorization is taken to deal
with sorting documents by content, while text
classification is used to classify the documents by any
kind of assignment of documents to classes [3].
The main goal of text classification is to extract the
information with value from unstructured textual
resources. It deals with the operations like, retrieval,
classification and summarization [4]. There are two
approaches to the text classification: rule based and
machine learning [5]. In the rule based an expert system
that automatically classified text is built with a
knowledge engineer and a domain expert, and in the
machine learning a general inductive process is fed with a
set of “training” documents, preclassified according to
the categories of interest [6]. Spam and e-mail filtering;
news monitoring; and searching for interesting
information on web sites used the technique of text
classification [7]. The quality of the data source may
affect the performance of a classification algorithm; the
irrelevant and redundant features of data may reduce the
quality of the result [4].
Arabic language has a complex orthography and rich
morphology [8]. The size of feature vectors may

Almost of the authors used an in-house Arabic which had
different sizes and contents, which came from different
web sites [14, 15]. The studies in the field of Arabic text
classification used Naïve Bayes [16, 17], Support vector
machine [18], Decision Trees [13] as classifier algorithm.
In [13], the author collected in-house Arabic corpus that
consists of 1000 documents, were divided into 10
categories and used it to compared the performance of
three Arabic text classifiers: Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest
Neighbor and Distance–Based. The recall, precision,
error rate and fallout are using to compare the accuracy of
the classifiers. The data was preprocessed by removed the
stop words and extracted the root of the words. The
results of the experimentation show that the Naïve Bayes
classifier outperforms the other two (more than 95%).
In [19] the authors used in house corpus consists of 242
documents which belong to six categories to evaluate the
performance of two classifiers K-NN and Naive Bayes to
classify the Arabic text. The k-fold cross-validation
method is used to test the accuracy. They extracted
feature set of keyword to improve the performance. The
result showed that K-NN classifier had better
performance.
[20] Investigated Naïve Bayesian and Support Vector
Machine on different Arabic data sets. The Experimental
results against different Arabic text categorization data
sets reveal that SVM algorithm outperforms the NB.
While in [21] which compared the Support vector
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machine and C5.0 classifier and C5.0 classifier gives
better accuracy.
By [12]. Support vector machine had shown the
superiority in feature selections, weighting methods, and
classification algorithms, followed by the decision tree
algorithm (C4.5) and Naive Bayes. The best classification
accuracy was 97% for the Islamic Topics dataset, and the
least accurate was 61% for the Arabic Poems dataset.

The characters "ً", ""و, and the " "اare used as long
vowels and the rest of the alphabet are constant. Arabic
also contains short vowels, called "“انتشكَم, which give
different pronunciation of the word by double the letter
[16, 25]: ( بFathah),( بDouble Fathah), ( بDama), ب
(Double Dama), ب
ِ (Kasra), ( بDouble Kasra), ( بSukon)
and ( بShada). It can change e the meaning of the word
and give other sense of the sentence.

3. ARABIC LANGUAGE STRUCTURE

For example, the word " "يدرستhas a different manning of
" "يدرستthe first one means the female teacher and the
second one means the school. Grammatically they are
required but rarely used in written modern text. Table 2
explained the effect of the short vowels.

Arabic language is richness and complex language that
makes the analysis very complex task [5, 22]. Opposite
to Latin-based alphabets, Arabic language written from
right to left and has 28 characters. By additional shapes,
marks, and vowels, the alphabets can be extended to
ninety elements [13]. There are two genders: masculine
) (يذكزand feminine ) (يؤَجwhich present by attached the
suffix ( )ةto the end of the word. Numerically, there are
singular ) (يفزد, dual )(يثُي, and plural ) (جًعnumbers.
Plurals numbers are regular ) (جًع انصذَخor broken (جًع
)[تكسَز23].
Grammatical there are three cases: nominative )(انزفع
when it’s subject, accusative ) (انُصةwhen it’s the
objective of a verb, and genitive ) (انجزwhen it’s the
object of the preposition [22]. There are three parts of
speech: verbs ()افعال, adverb ( )ظزفand nouns ()اسًاء
which including adjectives ( )صفاثand particles ()ادزف
[24]. Noun has the genitive case when it is the object of
a preposition; nominative case when it is subject; and
accusative when it is the object of a verb [5]. Arabic
language doesn’t distinguish the proper and common
nous like English language.
The pattern Fa’ala ( )فعمis the base of most of Arabic
words and all words that following that pattern has
common properties and states [5]. All words following
the same pattern have common properties and states. For
example, the pattern Faa’el ( )فاعمindicates the subject of
the verb, the pattern Maf’ool ( )يفعولrepresents the object
of the verb. Table 1 illustrated different derivations for
the root word.
Table1: Different derivations for the root word

Pattern
Fa’ala

Arabic words
عهى

فتخ

درس

قزاء

عانى

فاتخ

دارس

ًقار

يعهوو

يفتوح

يدروس

يقزوء

فعم
Faa’el
فاعم
Maf’ool
يفعول

Table 2: Short Vowels Effect

Short
Vowels
Fathah

Word

Word With
short vowels

ضعف

Kasra
Kasra

يصدون

Dama
Shada

المصدقيه

Fathah

Meaning

ضعف

old

ضعف
ِ

Double

ٌص ُّدو
ِ ٍ

They Laugh

ٌٍص ُّدو

They Prevent

ٍَِانًص ِّدق

Gifted Money

ٍَِانًص ِّدق

To Believe

Also there is a kashida, horizontal line in the middle of
the word, which does not change the meaning of the word
as shown in Figure 1.

السىدان
الســــــىدان
الســـــــــــــــىدان
الســـــــــــــــــــــــــــىدان
Fig. 1. Words with Kashida

According to the position of the letter, Arabic letters
change its shape [26]. There are 22 out of 28 letters
connected to the other letters before and after them and
call connectors letters [27]. The remaining, six letters
which are called non-connectors letters, connect by the
right side.
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Table 3 illustrated the letters connection and their
position shapes.
Tables 3: Letters Connection and Position Shapes

According to the position of the word, Arabic words
change its meanings due to the whole meaning of the
sentence. Table 4 explains some example of the different
meaning of the word ""قهة.
Tables 4: The Different Meaning of the Same Word

Nonconnector

Beginni
ng

Medial

ا

احمد

ا

حامد

د

دم

د

يهدي

ذ

ذوة

ذ

الريه

ز

زمال

ز

طسق

ش

شيت

االحصاب ش

و

وازفة

و

وىح

Word

End
ـ

ا
ـ
د
ـ
ذ
ـ
ز
ـ
ش
ـ
و

سما
شهد

ـ
ا
ـ
د

فىالذ

ذ

ايثاز

ز

إيجاش

ش

يىليى

ـ
و

Speech is structured from noun, verb and particles. Noun
is named things like a man, horse and wall. Verb is taken
from the word names and describes what happened in
past, what is happening now and what will happen in
future. Particles are not noun or verb meaning. Figure 2
shows the parts of Arabic speech

كبد
قهة

Meaning

Sentence

Cindy

شزب انًَاِ يفَد نهكبد

Truth

اصاب كبد انذقَقت

Heart

ٍضخ انقهة اندو انٌ انجسى

Core

شاْد فٌ قهة انذدث

4. ARABIC TEXT CLASSIFICATION
PROCESS
General the process of Arabic text classification contains
three phases: Data pre-processing, Text classification and
Classifier evaluation [10, 17]. Sometimes each phase can
be divided into sequence steps as [12] divided it in more
dilates: (a) data collection; (b) Text processing; (c) data
division; (d) Feature extraction; (e) Feature selection; (f)
Feature representation; (g) data representation; (h)
classification algorithm training and testing; (i)
classification model evaluation.
Simply it can be divided in five major phases which
include all the other steps: data collection, data
preprocessing, feature selection, text classification and
the classifier evaluation. Figure 3 explained that phases.

Data Collection

Data Preprocessing

Feature Selection

Model Evaluation

Text Classification

Titel
Clasified Text

Fig. 3. Text Classification Phases

Fig. 2. Arabic Speech Parts
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4.1 Data Collection
This step aims to build the suitable dataset with different
instances that will be used in training and testing the
model. There are many benchmarking datasets or corpus
that can be used as initial corpora for text classification
and it is publically available for experimental purposes
for almost Latin base language, Chinese, Japanese and
other international language [1] and the most widely used
is the Reuters collection. There is a lack in the studies on
the classification of Arabic text documents with
limitation of benchmarking dataset [10, 11] and that led
to low quality in the categorization of the Arabic online
articles. Table 5 showed some available free Arabic
corpus
Table 5: Free Arabic Corpus

Collector
Dr Ahmed
Abdelali
ٌطّ سروق
Dr. Morad
Abbas
Dr. Latifa AlSulaitii
Dr Saad Motazz
Muayyed AlSaadii

Resource

Size

Journals

800 Mb

Books from AlShamela library
Journals (AlWatan &
Alkhaleej)
Journals

122 Mb
(zip)
14 Mb

Journals
Thwab library

15 Mb
6 Mb (zip)

-

4.2 Pre-Processing
Data pre-processing aims to prepare a data in a good
manner to be taken into classification task. Due to the
richness of the Arabic language and complex language
morphology as compared to the other languages [28],
data pre-processing is a very challenge step in Arabic text
classification [29]. The number of the terms that are
extracted from the text is increases by the length of the
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documents and usually very big and contains unnecessary
data.
How to prepare the data in a good manner to increase the
classifier accuracy is the most important issue to classify
the Arabic text. This phase contains: data preparation,
stop words removal and word stemming.
The data preparation is done by extracting and
normalizing the data. The document is extracted by
converting it to a suitable form such as plain text and then
tokenizing it into initial words. All non-Arabic base
letters, digits, numbers, and punctuation marks are
removed and the remaining character strings are
considered as terms or tokens of the classification task
[4]. For the richness of the Arabic language there is a
need to normalizing some writing forms that include
Hamza “”ء, Taa Marboutah “ ”ةto “ ”اand “ً” to “[ ”ى5,
15].
Any words such as (the, or, and, a, an, for and such) are
the words that don’t give any value to text classification
process. They are called stop words. In Arabic language
the stop words include nouns and particles that are
common to all categories and do not give a full meaning
in itself such as ( اجم, جَد, فوق,[ )اني13, 31].
There are different stop words lists with different sizes
that are used in the experiments for Arabic text
classification task. There are no standard stop words lists
that are available and explained in details.
After removing unnecessary word from the documents
the extraction of the word root [8] can done by using
some stemming techniques. The root can be extracted by
three ways: the root-based stemmer; the light stemmer;
and the statistical stemmer [17].
Next the documents are indexed and represented as a
vector of weighted terms [5, 18]. Some authors included
the feature selection in the step of data preprocessing.
Table 6 summarized the step of data preprocessing in the
Arabic text classification literature and give information
about the corpus witch used by the authors:
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Table 6: Data preprocessing

Ref.
Author

[5]
Author

[23]
Author

[10]
Author

[13]
Author

[21]
Author

[18]
Author

[13]
Author

[19]
Author

[21]

Author

[12]
Author

[23]

Corpus
Type.

Data preprocessing

In House

Remove digits, punctuation
marks, non-Arabic letters,
normalization some letters

In House

Stemming

Saudi
Newspapers

Remove digits, punctuation
marks, non-Arabic letters,
normalization some letters.

Seven
genres

Remove stop words.

In House

Remove stop words, digits, and
punctuation marks.

In House

Stop word remove and
stemming

In House

Remove stop words,
punctuation marks and
stemming word and store in
feature vector.

In House

Remove stop words.

SNP

Remove digits, punctuation
marks, non-Arabic letters,
normalization some letters.

In House

Remove digits, numbers, and
punctuation marks, non-Arabic
letters, normalization some
letters.

In House

tf.idf measure for feature
selection
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4.3 Feature Selection
One technique for dimensionality reduction is feature
selection technique that aims to improve text
classification model accuracy by removing irrelevant,
redundant and noisy data that lead to avoid over fitting
which improves the performance of the model and also
provides faster and more cost-effective models [30, 31,
32, 33]. There are two approaches for feature selection,
wrapper or filter approaches [34].
a. In the wrapper approach the selection of subset of
features is process based on the learning algorithm
that used to train the model.
b. In filter approach the selection of subset of features is
independent in the characters of the data [34, 35, 36,
37, 38].
There are many methods that use for feature selection as:
Document Frequency Thresholding (DFT), Information
Gain (IG), Mutual Information (MI), Chi-square statistic
(CHI), Term Strength (TS) and Odds ratio [8, 23].

4.4 Text Classification
In this step the training set is used to train the
classification algorithm [5, 23, 10, 14]. Train set aims to
learn the classifier how to classify the documents by
using the feature of each one. A lot of algorithms can be
used to design the model of the classifier: Naïve Bayes
[3, 4], Support vector machine [5], KNN and Decision
Trees [6]. Table 7 summarizes the algorithm that used to
classify the text.
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Table 7: Algorithm Type

References.

Classifier Used
SVM/NB/ KNN

Author [5]

KNN/ Rocchio

Author [8]
Author [12]

SVM/ C5.0
(SMO), NB, J48.

Author [16]

SVM/NB/ KNN/ Rocchio

Author [19]

Precision (P) =
(1)

TP/

Recall (R) =
(2)

TP/ (TP+FN)

F-score =
(3)

Cosine, Jaccard, Dice

Author [13]

The evaluation measures are computed based on the
following equation [43].
(TP+FP)

(1 + β2 ) ∗ P ∗ R
β2 ∗ P + R

Most commonly, β is taken to be 1.
The authors had used different types of measures to test
their classifiers and this may not justified the result. Table
9 summarizes the accuracy measures that were used to
measure the evolution of the algorithm and the
percentage of it:
Table 9: Evaluation Methods and their Percentage

NB/KNN/ Distance-Based

Author [21]

Refer.
Author [21]

Accuracy Measure

Classifier/ Accuracy
Percentage

KNN/NB
Author [5]

SVM/NB

Author [23]

Author [8]

Author [23]

SVM/C 4.5/NB

Author [24]

Author [12]

KNN/SVM
Author [13]

4.5 Evaluation

Author [16]

Precision, recall and F-measure are evaluation measures
specified by Rijsbergen, (1975) as citied by [40] and
widely used in the field of information retrieval and
classification tasked to evaluated the performance in
terms of computational of efficiency and effectiveness of
categorization [8, 40, 41, 42]
To explain how the basic evaluation measures of
classification task are defined, a table of actual and
predicted results given by a classifier is considered. Table
8 explains the actual and predicted results.

Author [19]

Precision, recall, F1.

SVM / 90%

Precision, recall

Rocchio / 98%

Precision, recall, F1.

Correct/total

C5.0/ 78%

Percentage split method.

SMO / 96%

Micro average

SVM / 90%

Precision, Recall, Fallout

Author [21]
Author [21]

Author [23]
Author [23]

Cosine / 95%

and error rate.

K-fold
Recall, Precision, and F1.

NB / -

KNN / 84%
SVM / 3.8%

Percentage spilt/10 folds

NB / 85%

Recall, Precision, and F1.

SVM / 95%

Table 8: Actual and Predicted Results
Author [24]

Actual Positive
Actual
Negative

Classified Positive

Classified Negative

True Positive (TP)

False Negative (FN)

False Positive (FP)

True Negative (TN)

5. CONCLUSION
Rewritten the result of unavailable Arabic corpus, most
of the authors used their own corpus. There is a need to
build a benchmarking data set for Arabic text
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classification. There are different data pre-processing
steps that used to prepare the text. There are a lot of text
classifications algorithms with well performance. Support
vector machine algorithm show superiority of it, followed
by the Naїve Bayesian algorithm. Precision, recall and Fmeasure techniques are used to evaluate the classifier.
The future work is to explain experimentally each phases
of Arabic text classification process by details.
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